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ABSTRACT

b

An approximate method is described for solving the equation of motion of a pro-

, jectile accelerated by a two-stage light gas gun that uses high-pressure (<100-bar)

gas from a storage reservoir to drive a piston to moderate speed (<400 m/s) for

the purpose of compressing the low molecular weight propellant gas (hydrogen or

helium) to high pressure (1000 to 10,000 bar) and temperature (1000 to 10,000 K).

Zero-dimensional, adiabatic (isentropic) processes are used to describe the time

dependence of the ideal gas thermodynamic properties of the storage reservoir and

the first and second stages of the system. A one-dimensional model based on an

approximate method of characteristics, or wave diagram analysis, for flow with

friction (nonisentropic) is used to describe the nonsteady compressible flow processes

in the launch tube. Linear approximations are used for the characteristic and fluid

particle trajectories by averaging the vMues of the flow parameters at the breech

and at the base of the projectile. An assumed functional form for the Mach number

at the breech provides the necessary boundary condition. Results of the Calculation

o are compared with data obtained from two-stage light gas gun experiments at Oak

Ridge Na_tional Laboratory for solid deuterium and nylon projectiles with masses

" ranging from 10 to 35 mg and for projectile speeds between 1.6 and 4.5 km/s. The

predicted and measured velocities generally agree to within 15%.



1. INTRODUCTION
b

Single-stage light gas guns operating with helium and hydrogen propellant have

. been used as drivers for advanced plasma fuel injection systems for several years. 1-s

These devices can launch solid hydrogen, deuterium, and tritium s pellets with

diameters of 1 to 6 mm at speeds of less than 2 km/s. The two-stage light gas

gun approach has been adopted as a way to improve the performance of pellet

injection systems in anticipation of more demanding applications on reactor-like

devices, where speeds above _5 km/s will be required for deep penetration in the

hot plasma. Present developmental systems operate at speeds of about 3 km/s with

deuterium pellets and at speeds above 4 km/s when the deuterium ice is protected

from hot gas erosion by a sabot. °-14

We present an approximate model to determine the dynamics and performance

of two-stage light gas gun systems of the type shown in Fig. 1. A valve separates the

high-pressure gas storage reservoir from the first stage, which is defined as the region

of the pump tube between the valve outlet and the rear face of the piston. The

thermodynamic parameters of the reservoir and first stage are calculated from zero-

dimensional (0-D) expressions for mass and energy conservation assuming adiabatic

conditions and ideal gas relationships. The valve that controls the flow of gas

between these two stations is modeled as an equivalent sharp-edge orifice. The

second stage incorporates the region between the front face of the piston and the

entrance to the launch tube (breech). This is also treated in a 0-D approximation

with applicable expressions for mass and energy conservation. Acceleration of

the piston is determined by the pressure imbalance between the first and second

stages. Because friction and heat transfer are neglected, all processes up to the

breech location are isentropic. By operating with low initial pressure (usually

subatmospheric) in the ,,;econd stage, very large compression ratios are developed,

and high pressures and temperatures are realized at the breech as the kinetic energy

of the piston is converted ideally into work on the second-stage gas. The nonsteady

equations of motion in the launch tube are described by a one-dimensional (l-D)

model and are solved algebraically by an approximate method of characteristics with

an assumed functional form for the breech Mach number. The latter step effectively
w,

relates the pressure at the projectile base to the conditions at the breech. Ideal ga,s

relationships are assumed for the thermodynamic properties of the propellant gas,Jt

and the effect of friction is modeled as a retarding force (with dissipation) acting
on the fluid e!cment at the inner wall of the launch tube.
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This treatment is similar to an earlier model presented by Riva and Reggiori,, 15

• who considered only isentropic flow in the launch tube but incorporated additional

effects such as heat transfer to the second-stage walls and mass transfer between

' the first and second stages, which results from an imperfect seal at the piston-pump

tube interface. In our treatment, we employ a less rigorous, or approximate, method

of characteristics for the solution in the launch tube. As mentioned, friction is taken

{hto account, and a model is used to describe the flow through the valve separating

the reservoir from the first stage.

In Sect. 2, we present the mathematical descriptions of the various components

of the system shown in Fig. 1. In Sect. 3, example solutions are presented, and the

results are compared with data obtained from the ORNL two-stage gas gun facility.

Conclusions are given in Sect. 4.

2. COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS

2.1 RESERVOIR

The conditions in tile reservoir are computed using 0-D models expressing

" conservation of energy and mass within the reservoir volume Vr'

d(mrer)
-- -rhrhr , (1)dt

dmr
= (2)dt

where er and hr are the specific internal energy and enthalpy of the gas, mr = prVr

is the mass in the reservoir, and rhr represents the mass effiux rate through the

valve separating the reservoir from _.he first stage. The mass density pr is related

to the pressure Pr and temperature Tr by the ideal gas equation of state,

Pr=prRrTr • (3)

Similarly, the internal energy and enthalpy are related to _he temperature by ideal

gas specific heats and the specific heat ratio 'Tr,

er =C_rT, , (4a)

• hr:CprTr , (45)

where C,, : Rr/(Tr- 1), Cp_ : Rr[Tr/(Tr- 1)], and Rr : T_/Wr; the universal gas

constant and molecular weight of the gas are denoted by 7{ and Wr, respectively.



2.2 VALVE

4

The valve separating tile reservoir from the first stage is modeled as a sharp-

edge orifice with an equivalent diameter Deq and a response time to fully open tre, p.

A simple linear ramp function is used to approximate the opening characteristics of

the valve. For compressible flow, the mass flow rate through the valve is dependent

on the valve area Av, the reservoir temperature and pressure, and the downstream

pressure Pl; however, for values of the pressure ratio below a certain critical value, '

the flow will be choked, and consequently the throughput will depend only on the

upstremm conditions. The mass flow rate is therefore written in the following form, 16

which is valid for any back pressure:

rfir = CdAvg2_ × gl P1 P1 (5)
_ 1- , P_>P¢_

where

Pcrit - Pr 7r + 1
and

71" 2 _ _ t _ tresp
A, = -TDeq x tresp --

"x

1 , t _ tresp

In Eq. (5), Cd is the valve discharge coefficient (_0.8) and the constants gl and g2

are given by

9,= n_(_- 1) ' y_= _ _ + i

2.3 FIRST STAGE

As in the reservoir, the conditions in tile first stage, which comprises the volume

between the valve and the rear face of tile piston, are computed from the applicable

0-D expressions for energy and mass conservation:
J,,

d(mlel)
= r}_rhr - P1 Upist Apist , (6)dt
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d772,1

d'---_= ,h,. , (7)

where the subscript 1 denotes the first stage and Upist "- dxpist/dt and Apist

. represent the speed and cross-sectional area of the piston, respectively. In Eq. (6),

the first term on the right-hand side represents the enthalpy convected into the first

stage by the gas exiting the reservoir, and the second term represents the expansion

work done by the first-stage gas against the moving piston. The mass density in the

first stage is related to the totM mass contained within its volume, which consists

of an initial fixed volume V0 axld the volume swept out by the piston as it moves,

ml = pl(V0 + XpistApist) , (8)

where Xpist is the position of the the piston relative to its initial resting position.

When friction be_,ween the piston and the pump tube bore is neglected, the

motion of the piston is completely specified by the pressure imbalance between the

first and second stages'

d2 Zpist dUpist (/°1 - P2 )Apist

dt 2 -" d"-'_ = Mpist ' (9)

where Mpist is the piston mass and P2 is the pressure in the second stage.

The description of the first stage is completed by the ideal gas relationships for,i

pressure, internal energy, m_d enthalpy, which, when the first-stage and reservoir

working gases are the same, are

P1 = plRrT1 , el = Cv,.T1 , hl = Cp,.T1 .

2.4 SECOND STAGE

The second stage is defined as the ,'egion between the front face of the piston

and the breech of the gun (entrance to the launch tube and initial position of the

projectile). This region is also modeled as a 0-D entity whose volume changes as

the pis:on traverses the pump tube. In addition, a fixed volume Vb is i',,cluded

in the calculation to account for the volume of components located between the

end, or head, of the pump tube and the breech. Mass loss from the second stage

is estimated by assuming that gas escaping into the launch tube as a result of
al

the projectile movement does so at a constant, or average, breech Mach number

,_b. The mass loss is included only _ter the projectile has started to move. In



the code, this condition is satisfied when the second-stage pressure exceeds the

specified projectile release pressure, Prel. The relevant expressions for energy and
mass conservation are

d(m2e2) = (10)dt

and

{ ,dm2 = 0 , 1'2 < P,_l (11)
dt -Thb , t'2 > P,._l '

respectively, where the subscript 2 denotes the second stage and the subscript b

denotes the breech. The first term on the right-hand side of gq. (10) represents

the work done on tile second-stage gas by the advancing piston, and the second

term represents the energy loss associated with the mass flow rate at the breech,

dnb = pbUbAb. In the energy balance we include also the kinetic energy of the gas

escaping at speed Ub = Mbab, where ab = __rrbb is the sound speed evaluated

at the breech. The mass contained at any time within the second stage is related

to the volume and mass density by the expression

m2 = p2Vb + P2Api_t (L - xpi_t) ,

where L is the active length of the pump tube. The remaining thermodynamic

conditions in the second stage are given by the relevant ideal gas relationships:

7_ R2

P2= p2R,_T2, R2 = _ , e2= C_2T,, C_2- 72 - 1

h2=Cp=T2, Cp_=a2 72 ,72 -

where the previous definitions apply. Finally, the thermodynamic properties at the

breech are related to their corresponding values in the second stage by well-known

gasdynamic expressions 17 applicable to steady flow in nozzles"

= = = (1+ -Pb
') 2 '

With the assumption of a fixed Mach number at the breech, the parameters

of the system are completely determined up to and inchtding the breech location

and are thus independent of the dynaanics occurring in the launch tube. This

simplification effectively decouples the solutions for the reservoir, first stage, and
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second stage from the solution for the projectile motion while providing one

• boundary condition needed to obtain an approximate solution for the projectile

motion in the launch tube. In the code, the parameters of the reservoir a_d

, the first and second stages are computed first by solving this system of coupled

differential equations numerically. The projectile motion is computed from the

conditions determined at the breech, as described in Sect. 2.5.

2.5 LAUNCH TUBE

An approximate 1-D model based on the method of characteristics is is used to

solve numerically for the nonsteady compressible flow in the launch tube and the

resultant projectile motion. In contrast to the treatment of the reservoi_ and the

first and second stages, a 1-D model is required to relate the pressure at the base

of the projectile, which provides the acceleration force, to the breech pressure.

In the first and second stages, the piston speed is usually much smaller than

the sound speed, a._J consequently the assumption that the pressure equilibrates

instantaneously throughout the respective volumes (i.e., that it is 0-D) is usually

justified for computing the piston motion. However, in the launch tube and, in

" particular, at high projectile speeds and at distmlces far from the breech, rarefaction

waves propagating rearward from the base of the projectile tend to negate the

forward-propagating compression waves originating at the breech, and this can

lead to significant reductions in the pressure at the projectile base relative to the
instantaneous value at the breech.

The method of solution employed is based on the approach suggested by Siegel, 19

whereby the approximate projectile base pressure is determined as a function of time

for isentropic flow by specifying a fixed Mach number at the breech and by taking

average values for the sound speed and gas speed along a characteristic curve. We

have refined this method by incorporating the effects of friction (nonisentropic flow)

and by including a more flexible functional form for the breech Mach number that

better approximates the conditions at the breech. This technique is illustrated

graphically in Fig. 2, a wave diagram in the x-t plane describing the projectile

trajectory and the trajectories of a fluid particle and a characteristic curve. Both

have been linearized by taking as their respective velocities simple averages of

the values pertaining at the breech and projectile positions. The curve labeled

• "_ characteristic" is the trajectory of a forward-propagating pressure disturbance

traveling at the local sound speed, a, in the reference frame of the gasmoving at
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Fig. 2. Wave diagram for fluid and projectile motion in launch tube.

t

speed U. In the linear approximation, it intercepts the projectile at time t after

having left the breech at an earlier time t _, defined by

x_ -_c+a_ , (12)t - t_

-- "_ and &c [ab(t') + ap(t)]/2 represent respectivelywhereu_ = [ub(_')+u_(t)],_ =
the fluid speed and sound speed averages oi1 the characteristic. Following Siegel, 19

we specify a value for the breech Mach number, Mb, which determines the value

of Ub(t'). A functionM form is assumed that approaches zero in the limit of low

projectile velocity and increases asymptotically to A4b as the projectile accelerates

to speeds in excess of the fluid velocity at the breech,

Mb=-_bV_(t)/[-_bab(_')+ U_(t)]= ab(_')' Up<<Mbab. . (_3)
.M[b , Up >> flgbab

It follows that the fluid velocity at the breech is given by Ub(t') = A4bab(t').
',' p

iI

J,

b ,[,
, , ,
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To complete the solution, an additional relationship is required for the sound

- speed at the projectile base. The necessary information is obtained from consid-

eration of the manner in which the Riemann variable 79 varies on a characteristic,

• where 79 = [2/(72 - 1)]a + U and A79 = 79p(t) - 79b(t').

For flow with fi'iction in a constant,area duct, the change in 79 between two

locations on a characteristic is dependent on the entropy of the two states and

the resultant body force exerted on the gas by the wall shear stress. The entropy

increase in the launch tube is a result of heat dissipation in the gas resulting from

the friction force exerted at the wall. By once again taking average values, we obtain

an estimate of the change in 79 between t and t_ (ref. 18),

R2 2Dh

where s is the specific.fluid entropy and A is the friction coefficient, defined in terms

of the pressure gradient within the launch tube as

VP = - APU-----_2
2Dh '

" For fully developed pipe flow, the friction coefficient varies only weakly with the

Reynolds number; consequently, in the calculation we assume ,_ _ const = 0.02

" (ref. 16).

The fluid entropy change between the breech and projectile is calculated from

the heat dissipated in the gas by the wall friction force acting on a fluid particle

moving between the two locations. Referring to Fig. 2, a fluid particle leaving

the breech at time t" at average speed _ip will intercept the projectile at time t

according to
-
UIp = 2 = t - t''_ (15)

As before, we relate the fluid velocity at the breech to an assumed Mach number

by Ub(t")= .Mbab(t"), where

3Ab = MbUp(t)/[A4_ab(t )+ Up(t)] .

-. The rate of entropy production moving with a fluid particle is given in terms of

previously defined parameters and the average sound speed by la
11

= A3'2R2 _fl, 3 (16)
2Dbafp
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where
abCt")+ ap(t)

5lp = 2 '

In our approximate linear treatment, it follo'_s that the specific entropy at the
8

projectile position is given by

_p(t)= ,_b(_")+ (t - t")i . (17)

Because of the assumption that the flow for all stages up to and inclusive of the

breech is isentropic, Sb(t) = const, and consequently Eq. (14) reduces to

/k? = "Uc_(t - t") _ A(t - t')'U_c [1 + (72 - 1)('Uc/ac)] . (18)R2 2Dh

From the definitions of the Riemann variable and &'P, the sound speed at the

projectile is

ap(t) = ab(t') + 75 - 1 [A_ + Ub(t') - Up(c)] . (19)2

The projectile base pressure, which provides the acceleration force, is given by the

alternate form of the equation of state,

1Pp(_)= Pb(t')2_'/(_-_lexp{-[sp(t)- sb(t')]/R2} . (90)[ab(t'/

With sh(t) = const, Eq. (20) reduces to

Pp(t) - Pb(t") ab(t')J exp{--[i(t-- t")l/R2} . (21)

Finally, the projectile's speed (which is e:lual to the gas velocity at the projectile

location) and position are determined in terms of the base pressure and the mass

and cross-sectionM area of the projectile by tlm equation of motion,

d2xp dU 1, P_Ap

dt 2 = "-dV - Mp ' (22)

The computer code QUICKGUN was written to solve this system of equations

numerically. At any given time t, with known values of Xp and Up and the breech

conditions as determined previously, Eqs. (12), (15), (18), and (19) are solved

iteratively to determine t_, t", _, and %(t). The base pressure is calculated from

Eq. (21), and this value is used in Eq. (22) to advance the projectile speed and

position to the next time step. The calculation is started at initial time trel when
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the pressure in the second stage P2 reaches the specified projectile release pressure

. Prd, The initial conditions are Xp = Up = 0 mid Pp = Prel.

3. RESULTS

Resultsof a QUICKGUN calculationfor the conditionsgiven in Table 1 are

shown in Fig.3. The conditionschosen lc:'the calculationcorrespondto those used

Table 1. Parameters for shot 1210

Input pa_'ameters

Reservoir

Volume, L 2.2

Gas Helium

Initial pressure, psi 750

Valve ESEOD, cm 2.22

Valve response time, ms 0.10

Piston mass, g 19.6

Pump tube

Length, m 1.00

Diameter, cm 2.54

Volume, L 0.506

Gas Helium

Initial pressure, psi 11.6

Breech volurne, cm 3 1

Projectile

Length, mm 2.80

Diameter, mm 3.90

Density, g/cm a 1.060

Mass, g 35.437

Releasc pressure, psi 1000

Output parameters

Pellet release time, ms 4.110

Piston transit time, ms 4.306

Piston impact speed, m/s 0

• Distance of closest approach, cm 0.203
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Fig. 3. Results of numerical simul_ttion of shot 1210 for times after projectile

release.

in a small two-stage light gas gun facility at ORNL (which has a 2.54-cm-diam,

100-cre-long pump tube) to accelerate 35-ing plastic projectiles to 4.5 km/s (ref.

10). In the experimental case (shot 1210), a 2.22-cm-diam burst disk separated the

reservoir from the first stage. This is simubtted irl the code by setting the valve

response time to an arbitrarily small number (0.1 ms) m_d by taking the burst disk

diameter as the valve equivalent slmrp-edge orifice diameter (ESEOD). In Fig. 3,

the system paraaneters are shown for times greater than the projectile release time,
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trel, which corresponds to the instant at which the breech pressure reaches the

assumed release value of 1000 psi. Tlle calculation was performed for Mb = 0.3.

The output from the code can be compared to a number of experimentally observed

. parameters, including muzzle velocity, breech pressure, and the piston transit time,

which is defined as the time required for the piston to travel to the point where

it reverses direction (distance of closest approach to the end of the pump tube).

In this example, the reversal point is calculated to be 0,203 cm from the pump

tube end, and this is achieved in a total elapsed time of 4.306 ms, in comparison

to an experimental value of 4.4 ms. Although the piston speed was not measured,

the code predicts a maximum speed of 400 m/s. As shown in Fig. 3, the calculated

maximum breech pressure Pb = 66,000 psi, compared to a measured value of 53,900

psi. The shapes of the experimental and calculated breech pressure pulses are similar

with full widths at half-maximmn of 50 #s and 41 #s, respectively. The calculated

projectile base pressure pulse is of comparable width, but it peaks later than the

breech pressure. This is a consequence of the finite sound speed of the propellant

gas a_ld the distance required for the pressure pulse to propagate from the breech

to the projectile location. In the calculation, the projectile speed Up approaches

4.9 km/s asymptotically, but most of the acceleration is achieved within the first

50 cm of travel. In the experimental case, a speed of 4.5 km/s was measured at the

exit of the 1-m-long launch tube.

Some tests were performed using the same gun geometry, but with deuterium

pellets and a fast valve to separate the reservoir from the first stage. Code

predictions for these cases are compared with the test results in Table 2. The

ESEOD for the fast valve, which was developed at ORNL, has not been measured.
-- To estimate its value we have taken the internal dimneter of the smallest orifice.

The response time of the valve is in the range of 1 to 2 ms; we have assumed 2 ms for)

the calculation. For the most part, the agreement with the experimental values is

good, with a maximmn discrepancy in the projectile speed of 13%. Moreover, it can

be seen that the pellet velocity discrepmlcy correlates with the discrepancy in the

average piston speed, which is defined as the distm_ce between a pressure transducer

used as a time marker, located 8 cm in front of the piston starting position, and

the end of the pump tube (the second time marker) divided by the measured time

" interval for the piston to move between these two locations. The error is reduced

-: considerably when the calculated average piston speed is adjusted to match the

measured value (by adjusting the reserw)ir pressure), as shown in the last row of
the table.
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Table 2. Simulation results and experimental data

from ORNL two-stage light gas gun

Shot number

1210 5041 5064 5088 5089

System parameters

Projectile material Nylon Deuterium Deuterium Deuterium Deuterium

Projectile mass, mg 35 12 12 12 12

Release pressure, psi 1000 300 300 300 300

Piston mass, g 19.6 25.5 25.5 25.5 25.5

Reserv()ir pressure, psi 750 480 850 1000 1070

Pump tube pressure, psi 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6 11.6

Valve ESEOD, cm 2.22 0.66 0.66 0,66 0.66

Valve response time, ms 0.1 2 2 2 2

Results

Average piston speed, m/s
Measured 289 112 180 187 180

Simulation 296 130 164 175 177 .

Pellet velocity, km/s
Measured 4.5 1.6 2.6 2.7 2.8 "

Simulation 4.92 1.81 2.26 2A5 2.49

Adjusted" 4.92 1.60 2.61 2.70 2.57

aBy adjusting the reservoir pressure.
J

4. CONCLUSIONS

A simple numerical model has been developed to predict the dynamic perfor-

mance of small two-stage light gas guns of the type used for high-speed plasma fuel

injection systems. The model uses standard 0-D descriptions of the thermodynamic

processes (ideal) in the gas storage reservoir and in the first and second stages

up to the gun breech location. A model is included to describe the action of

the valve separating the reservoir and the first stage. A simplified algebraic

algorithm based on the method of characteristics for duct flow with friction is
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used to describe the nonsteady flow processes in the launch tube. The model

- has been benchmarked on a limited number of experiments performed at ORNL

with a small two-stage light gas gun facility used to accelerate 4-mm deuterium

" and nylon pellets to speeds ranging from i.6 to 4.5 km/s. The model has not been

tested at higher speeds (and pressures), where heat transfer and real gas effects

may become impox rant and the assumption of 0-D gasdynamic processes in the first

and second stages may break down. The effect of friction acting at the interface

between the projectile and the launch tube has also been neglected, but, if needed,

it can easily be taken into account by modifying the projectile equation of motion

with a suitable friction model (velocity power law dependence or increa_sed effective

projectile mass). Comparison with more detailed experimental data will be required

eventually to determine the limitations of the model.
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